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(“Children tease, mock, mimic”). 
However, the first poem in sec-
tion IV, “Stutter into Spring,” 
surprises me with its elongated 
and relaxed first lines: “When 
redbuds bloom soft purple along 
Joe Brown Highway / and for-
sythia sports wild spires of yellow 
bells, days grow / longer.” No 
stops and starts here, as before, 
suggesting perhaps a moment of 
reprieve from stuttering.

Section V, like the earlier sec-
tions, has the expected glim-
mers of hope, despite flashbacks 
of dark memories. “Phoenix Ris-
ing,” the first poem in this sec-
tion declares, “Wait for sprouts / 
of hope. Watch sunflowers rise 
after rain.” Still, the old fear and 
torments of the past continue to 
appear in flashback, as in “Like 
an Extrovert in the Rain.”  In this 
poem, in striking italics, the poet 
confesses, “Always scared when 
I wait my turn to tell my name, 
fear / the shock or laughter 
when I M-M-M-a-ry my name.” 
But in “Uneven Rains,” the final 
poem in this section and the 
concluding poem in the book, 
the poet declares (again in ital-
ics): “Make my talk worth the 
listen, / my sounds worth the 
patience, / and let my love of 
life ring past / falters, stutters, 
and uneven rains.” Here, in the 
face of past trauma and after a 
lifetime of struggle and hope, 
is a resolve to be heard, not 
judged, and to say words that 
are worth hearing.

I think Ricketson has accom-
plished her goal in Stutters. It is 
A Book of Hope, a stirring and 
enlightening hopeful book. n

SUGAR BURNS 
BITTER

a review by Hannah Dela 
Cruz Abrams

Ina Cariño. Feast. Alice James 
Books, 2023.

Ina Cariño delivers in Feast 
an incantatory collection that 
calls its readers forth into the 
complicated poetics of the 
devoured world. The work 
here aches and swells with the 
memory of home and family, 
throbs with the discovery of 
self, reaches for the sharpest 
edges of reckoning, flinches, 
and heals.

Throughout the volume, 
Cariño moves fluidly from 
English to the languages of 
the Philippines and back again. 
Since islands often compass 
what Gloria Anzaldua once 
termed “living language,” the 
shifts, which are not italicized, 
read at once as a true evoca-
tion of place and as a quiet 
refutation of Western excep-
tionalism. In this collection’s 
pages, the beauty of a lingua 
franca emerges. Translations 
are subtle but come often in 
repeat or semantic clues. As 
is most often the case with 
language, however, it’s bet-
ter when considered. “Piyesta” 
ends with these lines: “as if 
waiting for the pain that makes 
me / whole again, alive: nabiag 
ak.” Depending on who you’re 
talking to, that closing phrase 
might mean “I’m broken” or 
perhaps “I’m diced up, cut 
small, as with fruit.”

The opening poem, “Bit-
ter Melon,” is an instruction 
in balance and contrast. The 
fruit begins spiky in the mouth: 
“you’ll wince. you’ll think of the 
taste / of your own green body.” 
But, in a theme that reprises and 
refracts throughout the book, 
we encounter the flavors that 
are hardest to swallow only to 
find that they can travel from 
an initial abdication of experi-
ence to the craving of experi-
ence – and further still, to the 
craving of being experienced. 
The speaker, via a memory that 
is theirs alone, collapses psychic 
distance entirely in the final 
lines: “huwag mo akong kalimu-
tan, / you’ll plead – / taste me. / 
taste me.”

Researchers may tell us that 
lexical-gustatory synesthesia is 
the rarest classification of the 
condition, but the alchemy at 
work in Feast conflates, again 
and again, one sensation with 
another type of awareness. 
In “Piyesta,” we taste learning 
another tongue:

language cut on sweetened rim – 

chipped teeth whitened. 

but sugar burns bitter. I watch 

my sentences crack candy glass 

shattering on foreign floors.

Nowhere is the dimensional 
encounter between senses, and 
its inherent symbolism, more 
poignant than in the title poem: 
“& he slips cooked muscle / into 
my mouth, as if talking / were 
the means to something // 
only adults know. for dessert.” 
As the speaker bears witness to 
the killing of an unweaned pig, 
the writer behind the speaker 
locates something of the unlo-
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catable: the fleeting moment of 
metamorphosis between child-
hood confusion and actualized 
pain. Cariño writes: “I can’t tell 
sweet from bitter, can’t // remem-
ber how to swallow salt / the way 
a suckling in slaughter / must 
swallow its own briny tears.”

The artistry, the ouroboros of 
Feast, lies in its ability to freight 
reincarnation with memory. We 
relearn the self with wonder, but 
something of us has been here 
before. We have felt these hun-
gers; they are heavy and familiar. n
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ABOVE  Ina Carino reading at So & So Books in Raleigh, NC, 25 Mar. 2019
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